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Abstract 

 
This paper gives an overview of the research work that Research Education and Virtuality Line5 of GITT Group 
(Research Group of Terminology and Translation) of University of Antioquia (Colombia), in alliance with Faculty of 
Education of the same university, conducted from 2014 to 2016, as one of the five universities that participated in the 
Project CIER Occidente of MEN (Ministry of Education) and Colciencias, through the Macro Project: REDCO Red 
de Conocimiento (Knowledge Network)6. 
 
From the fundamental purpose of REDCO CIER Occidente Project, it seeks the validation of REDCO as a 
pedagogical methodological matrix from the appropriation of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) in 
two “Innovative Schools” of two municipalities of department of Antioquia, Colombia: EI León XIII from El Peñol 
and EI Las Palmas from Envigado, through a virtual environment where multiple and different routes converge, 
channels, media and languages supported by a strong technological component in its structure defined menus as: 
Channel News/News, Educational Channel, Campus Virtual GITT, Educational Radio, Channel blogs, Channel 
videos, forums, chat, video conferencing, among others, supported by a communication model EMIREC, which 
resizes the formation processes, changing the roles of subjects of knowledge processes through a fluid and continuous 
interaction, feedback and formative evaluation process and extensive pedagogical mediation given by ICT. 
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1 Introducion 

 

REDCO is one of the few case studies about knowledge networks that are currently published, in accordance 
with the detected in the screening done, however, it is important to note that, despite those few studies aimed at 
understanding these networks, in recent years it can be noticed the presence of increasing them in virtual 
spaces. 
 
REDCO, then, is interested in listening to these experiences in the academic field, guided by the concern of the 
contributions that ICT can make to education and knowledge management. Research Education and Virtuality 
Line, attached to GITT Group, in force since 2011, when was created REDCO to define an analysis model to 
identify and characterize these knowledge networks, conducting educational processes at all levels and 
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary areas in which the development and dynamics are analyzed from the 

                                                 
5 http://linea.comunidadredco.com/index.php/bienvenida 
6 http://comunidadredco.com/ 
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field of Educommunication, according to this interdisciplinary field that can offer educational innovation in the 
Knowledge Society. 
 
The research project in question, developed by the University of Antioquia in the call of MEN Colciencias, 
Pedagogical Appropriation of ICT in Innovative Schools of CIER Occidente:  Validation of a Methodology 
Matrix for education of researchers educational agents with the use of ICT through REDCO Red de 
Conocimiento as an educational innovation. Subcommunity University of Antioquia showed what historical 
moment the appropriation of educational ICT is as a national policy, and while the sample was minimal, can 
provide, with the help of initial diagnosis delivered by the MEN at five universities participating in the project, 
and the theoretical basis for the formulation of the research project, the shortcomings and gaps that have the 
implementation of this field of knowledge, made visible in the Project CIER REDCO Occidente, 
Subcommunity U. of A., and denotes the need to reassess the methodology and vision for this policy to have a 
social impact on improving the quality of education in the country. We believe it is the right time for the results 
of the investigation within CIER Occidente, along with the MEN Colciencias in its systematization, define 
national approaches to the appropriation of ICT as educational policy, combining theory, research and practice 
so that promotes leadership in this field, from the innovation observatories, and promote upgraders actions 
towards quality education at all levels, using ICT as a methodological factor supported and integrated into 
institutional educational and teaching models. 
 
Invoking this, Albornoz, Mario and Alfaraz, Claudio (2006: 7), agree with "networking is the result of the 
adoption of flexible and participatory forms of organization, implemented at the time to create and apply 
knowledge to problem solving. Indeed, knowledge networks are the configurations that combine many of the 
features mentioned: in them, actors from diverse backgrounds relate to address specific problems and propose 
solutions, staking its capabilities and seek, hereby complement ". 
  
REDCO CIER Occidente, with the component Educommunication has taken educational work, through a 
knowledge network, as a continuum of communication that ensures socialization of academic and cultural 
groups to collaborative work, focusing concern in proposing knowledge networks as educational environments 
where subjects are formed and transformed through their interaction. 
 
Therefore, REDCO as case is considered a valuable knowledge network; as is being developed is seen that 
from this experience subjects assume the roles to manage useful knowledge, and if this becomes, according to 
Freire (2005): "True education is praxis, reflection and action of man on the world to transform." It is 
recognized, then, that as far as educational projects, that allow the construction of knowledge and the formation 
of critical and capable individuals to function in their environment as social and political subjects, it 
contributes to improving the welfare and quality of life of the population, which is important to fulfill the 
fundamental rights of humans. 

  
 

Theoretical framework  

 

Due to the rapid evolution experienced the new Information and Communications Technologies, society in 
general has been rewarded with major changes in their thinking, perceiving and approaching the world. Thanks 
to the obvious technological revolution have enabled countless commercial, social, organizational and legal 
innovations that respond to the particular characteristics of virtuality and digital. 
 
As a result, education is part of this permeate context, mediated and affected by ICT; concepts such as e-
learning, multimedia education, multimedia literacy, educational knowledge networks, social networks, among 
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others, today, are quite familiar to REDCO CIER Occidente, perhaps because education itself has been 
transformed and complementing to address what many authors insist on calling "Information Society" and 
"Knowledge Society" which, although they are not symmetrical, they share the characteristic of building the 
"network society" (Castells, M.: 1996). 
 
It is necessary, then, think the new technologies as teaching tools that can assist subjects in the construction of 
their own knowledge. "... For this, besides the subject that "builds", "materials" or information (images, ideas, 
etc.), and tools that ease the task are needed; task from own knowledge schemes (Gutierrez, Alfonso: 1991). In 
this regard, it is important to mention that the term technology in the field of education is not necessarily 
limited to an instrumentalization of the educational process, but support in new technologies is linked to guide, 
support and apply knowledge to other situations». (Ramirez, Eugenia. 2003).  
 
In this perspective, REDCO CIER Occidente7 is defined as a Educational Community formed for all the 
participating members from two Innovative Schools (subcommunities) with students and co-research teachers, 
researchers (U of A) and other involved actors in the research project. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. CIER Occidente Community http://blog.comunidadredco.com/ 

 
 

 

                                                 
7 http://blog.comunidadredco.com/ 
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Fig. 2. CIER Occidente’s Presentation http://blog.comunidadredco.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/08/REDCO_Presentacion_2014.pdf 

 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. REDCO Red de Conocimiento’s Web Page http://comunidadredco.com 
 

 

2 Metodology 

 

Focus 

 
Comprehensive qualitative research from participatory research-action that places the subject and object of 
knowledge construction in a horizontal place and emphasizes participation as a guiding principle of such 
processes. Conceived social practices, including education, as environments continuous construction of 
knowledge, and their systematization as a set of steps that can generate awareness and knowledge about daily 
tasks.  
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Participatory research-action is presented as a research methodology oriented educational change and is 
characterized, among other things, as a process (Bausela E., 2005: 02). The research-action can retrieve 
information from the participants, their perceptions, progress and interactions, as well as evidence gathered by 
the participants themselves (...) as applied to students tests, interviews, documents generated, pictures and 
other audiovisual evidence (Paredes, J. 2011). 
 
From teachers' observation of the reality and educational institution community, it seeks to generate reflection 
and analysis of their practice, research concocted from the communicative dynamics and the constant 
interaction through REDCO Red de Conocimiento through partnerships, links and nodes to advance the use 
and appropriation of ICT as virtual learning environments, construction and transfer of knowledge, in order to 
strengthen collaboration among peers inside and outside the institution, in institutional and inter-institutional, 
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary frameworks, leading to the systematization of experiences through 
active participation in the network, looking for the improve its research practices, teachers and professionals in 
their immediate contexts. 

 
 
Strategy 

 

This research leads to an understanding of the phenomenon of virtual knowledge networks as communication 
and education environments, from deep, organized and systematized study of practices REDCO CIER 
Occidente, as knowledge production processes that contribute to the development of educational, social and 
cultural environments, to contribute to the understanding of new ways to communicate, manage and transfer 
knowledge at all educational levels; highlighting the role of ICT as educational innovations for sustainable 
development for more intense cooperation between academic and cultural peers in different local and 
international stages. 
 
In this sense, from the dynamics and development of REDCO CIER Occidente to the interpretation and 
analysis of educational and organizational processes within it, including the experiences oriented collaborative 
work among peer through virtual environments, promote the awareness, motivation and ownership of socio-
cultural agents of the educational institution and its members in the development, production and participation 
in ICT environments (virtual environments) to analyze and evaluate the collective experiences and then 
collating systematize developments management and transfer of knowledge, use and appropriation of TIC, 
communication processes, information, interaction, participation, innovation and cooperation. 
 

Conclusions and recommendations should contribute to the improvement and consolidation of REDCO as a 
methodological matrix to the management and transfer of knowledge through the use of ICT and virtual 
environments and subsequently to the establishment of other similar pilot experiences in other educational, 
social and cultural fields for the region and the country. "Research allows linking the study of problems in a 
given context" (Vidal, M. & Rivera, N. 2007) that is brewing from the involvement and participation in the 
Knowledge Network for all educational and socio-cultural agents of the educational community of "collective 
introspective research by participants in social situations" (Kemmis, S. & McTaggar, R. 1988) of their 
immediate contexts and individuals, interacting with everyday practical problems experienced by teachers, 
students and other members of the community, looking for a powerful and immediate change for the 
transformation of education and socio-cultural processes. 
 
The project articulates in action-research, virtual ethnography as a way to understand and analyze interactions 
and materials that occur within the REDCO CIER Occidente, to get to establish practices that take place there, 
in relation to knowledge management, from three basic components: education, communication and 
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participation (Collaborative Work/Communities). This requires understanding the virtual ethnography as a way 
of life experiences of Internet users, at the same time, which means the Internet as culture and cultural artifact 
(Hine, C 2000). Complementing the participatory action-research by each of the members of the educational 
institution, at first development project (Diagnosis: 3 months) was also applied, in addition, the German 
methodology of Metaplan in order to allow them to analyze the development of processes under investigation 
and make proposals organized as solution to their difficulties in working with ICT. The Metaplan is assumed 
as workshop facilitation for integration from the individual to the collective construction.  
 
 
Population 

Education sector in general, teachers at all education levels, higher education, researchers teachers, government 
and non-governmental organizations. 
 

 

3 Conclusions 
 
Virtual Knowledge Networks can be understood as favorable environments for education and knowledge 
management, taking into account the possibilities of forming heterogeneous and interdisciplinary groups and 
the possibilities of working together on common objectives through flexible and horizontal communication 
processes.  
 
The new Information and Communications Technology (ICT) offer tools that facilitate communication and 
participation generating high levels of interactivity, but the dynamics of this type of cooperative work depend 
on the participation of the subjects involved and therefore a specific profile, a participatory methodology and 
an interactive platform. 
 
The participation in Virtual Knowledge Networks is limited by issues that relate to the technological 
infrastructure of the network, but also for the methodology used to carry out processes and the participant's 
profile. Beyond that the platform provide the right tools to communicate and share information, the 
methodology should allow the use of such tools and generating discussion spaces, socialization and feedback 
enabling Knowledge Management. However, although the infrastructure and methodology allow the 
generation of these spaces, the subject involved must serve as an active agent that not only leverages other 
constructions but also produces and shares. 
 
Conducting educational virtual processes or Knowledge Management involving high levels of cooperative 
work, participation, content generation, etc. need a clear and specific profile of its participants. It is important 
to note that in order not to create an environment more of exclusion for those who are not prepared to accept 
them, it’s necessary to generate learning processes that enable them to integrate into these dynamics. It is 
important to have dissemination channels that allow disseminating knowledge generated from processes 
carried out in the Networks. 
 
Globally, they highlight aspects which touch on possible outcomes and difficulties in the development of the 
Research Project as: 
 
1. Limitations for execution of the project, given the inconsistencies in resource planning, timing and 
availability of human talent of innovative schools, for non-compliance in time and adequate space by those 
responsible for CIER Occidente Project. 2. Need to work consistency between the requirements for the 
development of the Research Project and the availability of commitment of the actors involved in the research 
process. 3. Limitations in the development of the educative phase, highlighting: 
 
a. Definition of a culture of collaborative work among peers. b. Greater emphasis on ICT skills both 
methodological and technological level by co-researchers teachers and administrative personal. c. Assurance 
operation in development of information management, communication, agends and schedules for the actors 
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involved in the research process. d. Ensuring continuous education of teachers in discursive skills (review the 
state of the art process of argumentation, reading and writing), also on variables such as autonomy, self-
management and participation. e. Lack of a solid conceptual framework of ICT as an object of study, as teacher 
education prevails in the instrumental aspect, therefore it is proposed to strengthen a permanent policy of 
teacher education in this field of educational innovation. f. Advance a positioning of a management and 
socialization of knowledge culture from the same Laws of Science, Technology and Innovation. 
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